Speaker Kit
"Pray for us, too, that God will give us many
opportunities to speak about his mysterious
plan concerning Christ . . . Pray that I will
proclaim this message as clearly as I should."
Colossians 4:3-4 (NLT)

Denise is an inspirational speaker with a
nurturing, passionate and humorous
delivery. Currently on radio, Denise
is currently writing and speaking on the
topics, "Shame Off You" and "Hope
Reinvented" and the topic of your choosing.

About Denise

Denise Pass is an Author, Speaker and Worship Leader who writes, speaks
and sing words to heal and give courage to press on in this crazy life. Seeking
to reveal the deeper purposes of God in a shallow world, through her
ministry, Seeing Deep Ministries, Denise delivers a much-needed message of
hope with a unique take. Denise does not just speak about restoring hope
and ridding ourselves of shame, but about discovering how to hope when life
hurts deeply and using biblical tools to live shame-free. Participants in her
workshops and conferences and readers of her books will:
Have their perspective renewed.
Recognize and expose false shame in their lives and
restore a biblical hope.
Be refreshed and inspired to seek God afresh.
Heal crushed hopes and their view of God when hope fails.
Learn how to encounter shame biblically and adopt a
healthy mindset and shame-free culture.
Church leaders and women’s ministry directors rely on Denise to help women
move from hopelessness and discouragement to genuine joy and peace. She
shares her message with a fun, quirky sense of humor and genuine, sensitive
biblical insights at conferences, retreats, concerts and special events.

DENISE HAS BEEN FEATURED ON:

Good News Media

"Denise's testimony and music
is both uplifting and
inspirational. Her amazing story
is one of triumph over some of
the worst that life can offer. Her
honesty about what she went
through combined with humor
and her beautiful music make
this an inspiring event you won't
want to miss."

Beth M
Participant at a Women's
conference

The Father Effect

Keynotes
Shame Off You

When sin entered the world, shame did, too. But we don't have to stay in a shame-ridden
culture. Ever feel embarrassed? Shame. (Obvious). Ever feel like your voice does not
matter? Shame. (Not so obvious). Ever feel judged for your personal choices? Shame.
How about finances? Feel judged for what you have? Shame. And your appearance? Think
you are not enough? Shame. Or maybe it was a traumatic event that turned your life
upside down and filled you with shame.
Shame is operating in our culture continuously. We might not recognize its presence
because it is all we have ever known. Through manipulation and sometimes displaced
shaming, we receive it unknowingly. It influences our minds and condemns us.
What if we could see shame through a different lens and be set free? We can. Come and
explore the biblical principles to being shame free. Discovering the roots of shame in our
lives stops its reach once we expose shame's lies.
Based off her book, Shame Off You!, Denise leads the reader and listener through the
many different shades of shame in all of our lives and approaches the removal of shame
through a three-pronged biblical approach. Shame is an assault on the very core of who
we are. It assassinates our character and says there is no hope. Reaching for our own fig
leaves, we try to obfuscate or hide our shame like Adam and Eve did, too; but hiding shame
never heals it.
Be set free from hidden and known shame in this unique conference that guides you to
differentiate between conviction and condemnation, to recognize the cycle of shame and
to halt the reach of shame in your life.

Hope Reinvented

Hope - an anchor for the soul, is often hooked on temporal things. Continually on a quest
for this yearning within us, our soul's hunger for the moment our hopes are realized. But
what really is hope and what happens when the hopes we have died? We are taught to
dream and hope, but not taught how to hope. Seems like an obvious, automatic human
behavior, but this world’s idea of hope is not to hope at all. We tend to fill our hopes with
lesser things that perish; misplaced goals that are anchored in the comfort and happiness
of this world.
When our hope is unfulfilled or crushed, we can become disillusioned and may try to
resolve this pain with coping mechanisms or by striving to attain on our own the hope we
desire. We can blame God and feel entitled to the hope we thought we had. We might even
try to placate this deep unmet longing within us and numb ourselves to
the painful reality that we have lost our hope or maybe we never really ha dit in the first
place. God has so much more in mind for us.
What if our idea of hope that has been handed down to us is in the wrong place? What if
our desire for a perfect, happy life leaves our faith in a vulnerable state in this fallen world?
Sometimes the life WE had planned is interrupted by tragic circumstances that leave us
broken and hopeless. This is where Hope Reinvented is a healing balm to those afflicted
with a seemingly hopeless life.
When life hurts, we need real answers that help to heal our broken hope. God ’s word
supplies the answers, which are not just a simple answer of self-denial. God wants to bless
us and restore a hope to us – His hope. It is deeper and more satisfying than our hope
ever could be and it does not require “faking our faith” to try and cover our hurt. Read and
listen as Denise shares this life-changing truth that finding hope during suffering is not just
about coping, but about reinventing our idea of hope and navigating through
disillusionment, by way of a grief process to find real hope in God’s sovereignty and
character.

Keynotes
Restored

Sometimes life's painful moments snuff out hope and cover us in shame with no sign of
restoration. But God's restoration is not just the recovery of what the locusts have eaten.
God restores us even in the midst of shattered lives and we see that God is good in the
land of the living . . . whether or not we get what we hoped for.
Based off her book, Shame Off You! Denise navigates through the pain and shame of this
life to arrive at the restoration of our rightful identity in Christ. False identities cast aside,
we embrace who we are meant to be in Christ—healed, forgiven and restored.

Make Up Your Mind

What if we have untapped potential that could dramatically affect how we live this life? That
could course correct our lives, heal our relationships and impact the world around us?
What if this solution was resident within our own minds? What if we really could have the
mind of Christ?
So many Christians live their lives defeated, unaware that it is their mindset that is holding
them back. God wants His people to be set free from limiting beliefs and to rise above the
mindsets trapped in worldly thinking. Living in this world, our minds can become infiltrated
with the vain philosophies and principles of this world. Being in the world and not of it
requires guarding our minds from imitating the patterns and values of this world and
adopting the mind of Christ, instead.
Denise guides her audience to a solution found in God's word. Revealing common pitfalls
in our thinking patterns, she points the listener to a new way of a redeemed mindset
revealed in Scripture.
Romans 12:2 (NLT)
“Don't copy the behavior and customs of this world, but let God transform you into a new
person by changing the way you think. Then you will learn to know God's will for you, which
is good and pleasing and perfect.”

What others are saying
"Awesome Guest Speaker
She was absolutely
phenomenal! Very down to
earth, humble, funny, friendly,
relatable! Fierce woman of
God! Will definitely use her
expertise in the future!!
Definitely recommend her to
come speak at any
engagement!"
—Breanna Brown, Jesus
Empowers Ministries

“The Lord uses Denise is such a powerful way
through her worship! Denise led worship at
our women’s retreat and it was beautiful,
heart moving and truly brought us into the
presence of God. Each worship set allowed
God to meet each individual woman where
they were at and minister to them directly.
Denise blessed us with her family playing
and singing along side of her. The full band
experience was very meaningful and
engaging. Denise shared some of her life
story with us showing us that God is with us
always, loving and caring for us. I look
forward to having the opportunity to work
with Denise in the future not only to have her
lead worship but to also be a guest speaker
and learn more how through her story, God
is speaking to each one of us.”
~ Babette Arnold, Cedar Run Community
Church, Herndon, VA

Keynotes

Finding Your Identity in the I AM
"I Yam what I Yam" someone famous once said. And what a profound statement it
was. Who are you, exactly? Are you a composite of all you’ve Experienced in this life? Are
you defined by what you do? Do you ever wonder about your identity?

Maybe you’ve been disillusioned by life‘s hardships or worse, jaded. Maybe you trust in God
and you have the identity of a Christian. But somehow your hope is failing or you feel you
are missing the full, abundant life that Christ has for you.
Discover who we are by encountering the great I AM, our eternal God, through four of the I
AM sayings of Jesus Christ. When He said “I AM the Good Shepherd” He gave us hope in His
character and told us we belong. When Christ said, “I AM the Light of the World”, He
exposed our darkness so we could be free to walk in the light. When Christ said, “ I AM The
Resurrection and the Life”, He restored our worth and identity through His mighty
salvation. And When Christ said, “I AM the Bread of Life”, He revealed Himself as all we
would ever need. He satisfied our souls completely. Are you hungry and thirsty today? Do
you feel you never measure up? Christ is our sufficiency, friends. Who we are could never
be summed up in two words, but by giving Himself the name I AM, our God was
communicating much more to us than just His Name. He is all we will ever need.
Come find your true identity. Come find true living hope that never disappoints. Come have
an encounter with the I AM and be changed in His presence. Four presentations with a
workbook.

THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE
Are you a M.O.M. A.T. R.I.S.K.? Denise gives hope to moms, guiding us through the pitfalls and
victories of our roles as mom and how our influence can shape the next generation. It is not
too late to make an impact on your children for the LORD. Denise is a mother of five children,
all of whom she home educated and four who are currently in college. Need encouragement
as a mom without legalistic expectations? Come be refreshed, laugh at yourself and be
rejuvenated in your parenting. The hand that rocks the cradle by shaping hearts in the word of
God has an influence that leaves a legacy.

HOMESCHOOLING AMIDST CRISIS

Home education is a calling and can be daunting when life becomes challenging due to
illnesses, financial challenges or crises. What's a homeschool mom to do? Homeschool
veteran of 20+ years, Denise has navigated through severe challenges and has practical
tips to help homeschool wannabes and veterans navigate challenges and turn them into a
teaching opportunity.
When it seems like that yellow bus is calling your name and home education is in vain, Denise
guides listeners to the truths found in Scripture that far surpass our momentary battles.
Listeners will be encouraged to stay in the fight because the battle is the LORD's.

You Choose The Topic

Do you have a vision for an event and the topic already confirmed? Denise can write and
speak on the topic of your choice. All messages are developed through the word of God.
Please let us know how we can serve you and best tailor this event for your church or
ogranization.

Denise Pass and her very accomplished band impressed everyone at the Fall Festival with outstanding
music that cultivated an atmosphere of worship of our Lord and fellowship. Denise gives all the glory
to Jesus as she creates a spirit that encourages all to know more about Jesus. I highly recommend
.
Denise.
Herb M., Event Planner, Maysville Harvest Festival

Pricing
1 PRESENTATION . . . . . .$250 To $500

*Higher range is for
speaking & worship
leading.

1 DAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500 To $1,000
Retreats 2-3 Days . . . $700 To $1,400
MOPS &MOM'S GROUPS . . . . . Contact Us
EACH OF THESE RATES ARE NEGOTIABLE AND IN ADDITION TO
TRAVEL COSTS. LET US KNOW YOUR NEEDS AND HOW WE CAN
BEST SERVE YOU.
To book Denise, email
denisepass@denisepass.com or
visit www.denisepass.com/speaking

